It has long been known that governments build partnerships with, and lobby, other governments for resources, for public policy changes, and to fight off encroachments on their power. The independence of U.S. courts is related to its perception of impartiality, fairness in decision-making, and isolation from politics. To some, this means that it is important that court officials remain above politics and resist urges to become entangled in political battles. As an independent branch of government, how do courts enter the political process, interact with other branches, and participate equally in the political process, if they must also remain impartial and appear “apolitical”?

Past research demonstrates that court officials may indeed behave conservatively in their political work out of fear of political entanglement. However, as with any governmental body, the need of resources, creation of policy beneficial to the branch, and to fight off attacks on independence necessitate active and powerful participation in our pluralist, competitive, federalist system of government. I also argue that what judges and court officials know about law and the justice system is imperative for our elected leaders to hear. The judicial voice is important to the creation of good public policy in so many areas of law like family, torts, criminal justice, and how businesses relate to consumers. When lawmakers pursue legal reforms, judicial officials can shed light on unintended positive and negative consequences.

Court personnel are said to face additional constraints on their ability to behave openly and politically in the political process. Some of these constraints are legal
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and ethical. Some constraints are formal and some are norms of behavior adopted and followed over time as customs. This paper explores past research on how courts lobby the other branches and what we can learn from doing more research on this particular topic. Past research demonstrates that courts lobby other branches informally and formally and that they sometimes do so in a sophisticated manner. Of specific attention here is what state codes of judicial conduct tell us about the ability of judges to engage the other branches and the public on political issues. After assessing state codes, I argue that there is significant political and legal “space” for judges to participate more actively in the political system on topics permitted in the codes like “law” and “judicial administration.” In the end, informal lobbying over “lunch” needs a shift of focus to building lobbying capacity and political institutions inside and outside of courts to do this work.
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INTRODUCTION

This Article culminates many years of research on how courts might effectively lobby the other branches. The title of this Article comes from a rather playful remark by a colleague of mine after my first presentation of these ideas at the 2009 Meetings of the Law and Society Association in Denver, Colorado. After my presentation, I spoke with Malcolm Feeley of the University of California, Berkeley and he started our conversation with “it’s called lunch, Roger.” By this, Malcolm meant that judicial leaders have always lobbied the other branches of government to get the things they need. They just do it rather informally, perhaps carefully, quietly, and without invoking the overtly political images conjured by the term “lobbying.”

The terms “lobbying” and “lobbyists” evoke images of slick, well-dressed, and high-paid “mouthpieces” for various political causes arguing for changes in law that only benefit their clients. Many people are unsettled by the highly political nature of lobbying. Common images include interest groups fighting for lawmakers’ attention using political action committees’ campaign donations, using networks of powerful friends to gain access to legal decision-makers, and trading favors for lawmakers’ consideration of issues. These unflattering portrayals of lobbying, however, miss the importance of the exchange of information that occurs during the process, the competition necessary to obtain resources, and the necessity of strongly advocating for important legal reforms designed to benefit society.¹

Lobbying is an important reality and necessity of our pluralist democracy. The Constitution’s framers constructed a federalist system that envisioned the competitive nature of interests.² They created a system that necessitated persuading multiple and divided sources of power to create legal change and obtain the resources needed to get things done.³ Because of this, one must effectively participate and communicate in the political process—actively and openly—in order to advance legislative reforms that might benefit an institution and its constituents. Communication, sometimes called “lobbying,” is needed to advance interests, and to educate and respond to lawmakers regarding the unintended positive and negative consequences of policies that impact an institution. Lobbying is also needed to head off attempts to rein in the power of institutions and respond to attacks on the legitimate sovereignty of an agency or branch. Much of the budgeting process is extremely political; there is a need to request resources, negotiate funding levels, and advocate for approval of funding.

The necessity of participation in the political process is rather obvious. Governments “lobby” other governments.⁴ Evidence suggests that, in the policy process, government lobbyists are perceived as similar to private political interests

² THE FEDERALIST No. 10 (James Madison).
³ THE FEDERALIST No. 51 (James Madison).
because they behave similarly.⁵ States formally and informally lobby the federal government (and each other) for resources, and for or against laws that impact them.⁶ Cities and counties have offices of intergovernmental affairs that formally and informally “lobby” states, the federal government, and each other for resources, and for or against laws that impact them.⁷ Cities, counties, and states also form “associations,” “councils,” or acquire other allies to advance their needs. For example, the International City Management Association, the National Council of State Legislatures, the National Governors Association, and the National Center for State Courts are organizations that frequently perform research and work together to advance the needs of their respective constituents. There are also state versions of these organizations representing local and regional governments, like the North Carolina League of Municipalities.

What is called “lobbying” by private interests is sometimes more carefully and cautiously crafted linguistically by governments as “intergovernmental relations,” “government affairs,” or “interbranch relations.” This terminology is in part because state law and ethics rules prohibit political activity by some government employees, perhaps because the term is loaded with baggage. Whatever it is called, lobbying is of critical importance to the health and vitality of institutions and especially governments existing in a federal system. It is as important for U.S. judicial systems to “lobby” as it is for cities, counties, and states. The work of judicial lobbying may be as informal as “lunch,” as Malcolm playfully suggested, but scholars have learned that it can also be quite formal and very strategic. Governments lobby each other in complex and nuanced ways, involving formal planning and implementation efforts that are internal to the organization, collaboration with external associations and partners that support the governmental organization, and important informal efforts and partnerships to advance governmental needs.

While there has been relatively little scholarship on how courts do intergovernmental relations work, we do know that significant efforts exist to advance the needs of courts that are formal and informal, internal and external to court organizations, and political in nature.⁸ For example, like associations of cities
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and counties, there are also formal associations of judges and court administrators that do intergovernmental relations work (or lobbying). Scholarship also notes, however, that the intergovernmental relations work of courts is different than it is for other governmental agencies and that judges face institutional and legal constraints that make this work more difficult. There are also, of course, limitations to government employees’ ability to advocate, lobby, support candidates, and donate to campaigns, among other limitations. These ethical rules also hinder nonjudge court employees from effectively advocating for court needs.

Despite legal and ethical restrictions, judicial representatives participate in intergovernmental relations and lobbying. This is necessary to advocate for the needs of judicial administration in the federal political system. In a previous paper, I argued that these legal and ethical concerns—coupled with the independent and impartial role of judges—may make judicial actors approach critical political action efforts more conservatively than other agencies. What is somewhat normal behavior for other organizations may be outside the norms of the judiciary. This conservative behavior may make courts less competitive with other agencies and private interests. On the other hand, my work and recent work at the National Center for State Courts encountered some quite sophisticated political efforts by some state judiciaries. Others have noted that there is considerable room for the judiciary to participate in the political system at the federal level. Very little work, however, has
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examined what ethical and legal constraints exist at the state level. Do judicial conduct codes permit advocacy for issues related to judicial administration similar to those at the federal level? And if so, might state judiciaries behave less conservatively than they do now?

This Article explores what boundaries limit state judicial officials from “lobbying” at the state level. Is there space for judicial officials to lobby for court needs more openly and politically, as some have suggested at the federal level? By “space” I mean the ability, within constraints of legal interpretation, politics, or economics, to adequately advance the needs of the judiciary before the other branches. For example, ethical rules and laws limit the political behavior of judges under the interest of protecting the appearance of impartiality of the branch. But federal judges are able to speak openly on issues related to judicial administration, which is a broad term. There is, then, political “space” to lobby openly on many issues depending upon how specifically the law is defined, how actively it is enforced, and the penalties awaiting those who do not comply.

The literature, for the most part, only addresses the barriers and opportunities for political engagement by courts at the federal level. Little has been written about the barriers that face state courts and what state courts are able to do in the political process. This Article concludes by analyzing regulations on political behavior in state Codes of Judicial Conduct. What provisions exist in these codes that restrict courts and what might empower them? Are there variations among the states? Of course, conduct codes are only one set of rules that might impact judicial involvement in politics. Other laws may govern court administrative staff at the state and local level, and this Article does not explore these other rules.

In an effort to answer the above questions, this Article explores past scholarship about some of the problems unique to court intergovernmental relations efforts, what we know about how courts do this work, and recent efforts by the judicial community to improve interbranch relations. I examine judicial conduct codes (and other legal constraints) across the United States to determine if there is variation in what state judicial officials can do from state to state. I argue that courts do have this political space and that they should attempt to improve their work in the political process to educate parties on court needs. I also consider what reforms might be made in law (or in political custom) to focus state lawmakers on the courts’ needs so that the experience and wisdom of the judicial “voice” can be heard in the policymaking process.

I. AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS CONUNDRUM

In a previous article, I argued that the judiciary faces a conundrum as it enters intergovernmental relations work.12 Briefly, the norms of impartiality and the need to protect judicial independence may lead court officials to be more passive in their political engagement with others. Concerns exist that active or aggressive political behavior and involvement by the judiciary in political issues might invite efforts by the other branches to rein in powers granted to courts through what is

12. Id.
known as “court curbing” legislation. In an excellent piece, William Vickrey, Joseph Dunn, and J. Clark Kelso respond to my previous works with James Douglas calling for more political involvement by court officials, and expressed important concerns about the judiciary behaving too aggressively:

There are major risks inherent in this engagement with political processes, and the risks all come down to the same issue: [I]f you play on the political field, you must expect to be treated as a full-fledged political player and to be subject to the same rules of political engagement. In politics, it is common to retaliate against enemies, to find oneself in the middle of crossfire between different groups (such as labor and big business), and to be used as a political football in partisan political battles.

It might also be unseemly to some to have judges or court officials engage in “lobbying” or participating in the policy formulation process. Vickrey, Dunn, and Kelso go on to discuss a more measured approach to working with the other branches. They discuss how courts in California built effective partnerships and working relationships with the other branches to create reforms that expand access to justice.

On the other hand, intergovernmental relations are common and important to the health of democracies—as well as the health of the judiciary. Most governmental institutions and agencies have intergovernmental relations staff (or lobbyists) to work with the other branches and levels of governments. Many government agencies partner with other agencies as well as for-profit and nonprofit organizations to create policy to solve problems and lobby for the resources needed to solve those problems. In contrast with the views of Vickrey, Dunn, and Kelso, some are concerned that court officials might engage too passively with the other branches of government.

Courts have needs that they must secure by working with the other branches of government (e.g., legislatures, officials in executive agencies, and agencies), other levels of government (federal, state, and local), and they must interact internally with officials from other levels of the judiciary (e.g., judges and administrators at the local level must work with judges and administrators from the state level). The very nature of legislative and executive processes necessitates and rewards active, and sometimes aggressive, political participation. Judicial lobbying is necessary to secure needed resources, to build support for legislation that might


15. Vickrey, Dunn & Kelso, supra note 13.
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17. Id.

favorably impact courts, and to sometimes fight off legislation that might harm the power of courts and the work of judges. It is important for policymakers to hear the judicial “voice” on policy matters related to judicial administration, and it might also be important to hear from the judiciary on other matters.

Judges and court officials have direct knowledge of policy matters in every area of the law. Policymakers at every level of government may benefit from the knowledge of judges and court staff on issues such as domestic relations, domestic violence, adult and juvenile crime, probate, elder abuse, and the ordinary law of torts, contracts, and corporations. The judiciary is a linchpin in the interpretation of law and the implementation of policy. With their values of independence, isolation, and impartiality, it may be more difficult, but nonetheless of critical importance, for courts to participate in the political process or lobby the other branches of government for the aforementioned needs.19

So, while active political participation by judicial officials might draw courts into political battles and harm perceptions of impartiality, it is nonetheless necessary for such participation to occur. This raises questions about how passively or aggressively court leaders should behave politically. What do we know about how courts conduct intergovernmental relations work under constraints of law, ethics, and norms? If court officials behave more passively or conservatively than other governments, agencies, or private organizations, what does it mean for their ability to be successful in the very competitive, democratic, political process? Legislators and executives may expect a certain brand of lobbying. Some tactics may be more persuasive than others and may do more to build the salience of policy issues before those who set the policy agenda, formulate policy, vote to approve it, and to those who later implement it. It is important to consider if constraints limit the ability of courts to do what others do. If there is political space to do intergovernmental relations work, then researchers must turn to what others do, how they do it, and consider “best practices” for courts.

II. WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT HOW COURTS LOBBY?

It is probably not of great surprise to court officials and some scholars that courts lobby. Courts have been lobbying for a very long time and some are quite successful at building relationships and arguing for their needs.20 There are concerns that courts may not be doing as good a job at intergovernmental relations work as other agencies.21 In fact, the need to improve interbranch relations and to create “best practices” for lobbying has been a subject of great interest to court officials and to those who support courts.22

20. See supra note 8.
21. Hartley & Douglas, supra note 14 (Noting that courts appear to play it conservative in the budget process and not ask for as much funding as they could justify).
22. For example, improving intergovernmental relations work in state judicial systems was a major subject at the Annual Joint Meetings of the Conference of Chief Justices and Conference of State Court Administrators in Burlington, Vermont in July 2013.
A. Federal and State Courts Do Lobby and Work with the Other Branches

Past research clearly demonstrates that judges and their intermediaries routinely work through nonjudicial means in the political arena to influence policymakers. Court officials regularly work in the political arena with other governmental organizations to lobby for resources (e.g., budget requests and new facilities), to comment on legislation that might have effects on the judiciary, and to promote legal and administrative reforms that might improve the judicial branch (e.g., unification of courts).

Research finds that state courts employ lobbying staff at the federal and state levels and dedicate time to plan and lobby for court legislative agendas. Additional scholarship demonstrates that chief justices, other judges, and court staff regularly testify on matters that might impact judicial administration and that they lobby for the passage of court funding. In states, there are also judges associations that organize lobbying activities. These associations identify issues of importance to the judiciary, as well as for judges specifically (e.g., advocacy for judicial pay raises). In some states, like Washington, judicial associations are organized as nonprofit advocacy organizations and dues may be used for political action, such as hiring a professional lobbyist. Judges may make informal contacts with local or state legislators, county officials, or other government officials to advocate for or against passage of laws of interest to the judiciary. This may be done via “lunch” or over coffee.

My work with James Douglas on court budgeting found that court officials rarely hired professional lobbyists, and that they typically behaved less acquisitively than other agencies. For example, executive agencies asked for more resources than they needed and, after cuts by funders, were left with more than they needed. State courts were less likely to behave this way and more often asked for only what they needed. Those surveyed in the other branches tended to rate the effectiveness of court strategies for budget success lower than court officials did. Douglas and I also note the importance of allies and building coalitions to assist in political advocacy. Our survey work in the 2000s on how courts advocate for budgets found few allies and minimal partnering by courts (e.g., with State Bar Associations) to achieve funding. A more recent work, however, notes that courts may indeed partner with others on legislation on a case-by-case basis. In Washington, courts have been very active and strategic in finding partners to lobby for courts when court officials are uncomfortable doing the political work themselves. For instance, court officials in

23. See supra note 8.
26. See, e.g., Winkle & Oswald, supra note 8.
Washington created a nonprofit group of business leaders, academics, nonprofit leaders, state bar leaders, and former legislators to advance important judicial reforms at the state level. Among these was an effort to achieve more court funding. The group was able to raise funds and even donate to candidates.

Building coalitions with other agencies and mobilizing them as judicial allies to advance legislative issues of interest to courts is an important effort to demonstrate that a political need has broad support. If, as is noted later, courts have little political salience to lawmakers, then partnering (when appropriate) with agencies that have political support might increase the importance of judicial needs.

B. Efforts to Improve Interbranch Relations and Engagement

It may be a stretch from this research and these arguments to say that courts are not lobbying or advocating sufficiently, but recent meetings in the judicial and legal communities suggest that this might be the perception of judicial leaders and court allies. Recent symposia and meetings of judicial leaders focused on strained interbranch relations and crises facing the courts, such as budget cuts and court-curbing efforts. These meetings focused on efforts to improve intergovernmental relations as a step toward alleviating crises and promoting an atmosphere where court leaders and the leaders of the other branches can work together. The U.S. Chief Justice’s Year-End Report on the Federal Judiciary, made to Congress, repeatedly mentions improving communications as a necessary policy focus.30 In addition, Justice Sandra Day O’Connor has spent much of her retirement writing and speaking about the importance of judicial independence and the need for improved relations between the courts and the other branches of government.31 There is evidence that these calls have been heard.

Improving intergovernmental relations has been the subject of judicial conferences, a recent law school symposium, and judicial and court association commissions. For example, improving intergovernmental relations was the primary subject of a national policy summit, “Justice is the Business of Government: The Critical Role of Fair and Impartial State Courts,” sponsored by the American Bar Association’s Presidential Commission on Fair and Impartial State Courts and the


National Center for State Courts. In 2012, the New England Law School in Boston held a symposium on the topic of “Crisis in the Judiciary” that focused on state court threats and potential solutions. Improving court interactions with the other branches of government was among the solutions discussed. The National Center for State Courts has also worked with the American Bar Association Task Force on Preservation of the Justice System on a project to remedy crises facing the judiciary. One of the key recommendations of the Task Force was “Communicating and Advocating for a Stable and Effective Justice System.”

The National Center for State Courts (NCSC) has also published an important guide in response to the funding crisis facing state court systems. Based on past research regarding court budget strategies, NCSC offers important advice for court leaders when they engage, or lobby, the other branches. Some of the ideas include: (a) a two-tiered approach that makes the best case for funding needs to those that fund them and a long-term strategy to build public support; (b) sticking to a core message that justifies court needs and exemplifies the impacts of cuts; (c) using different “messengers,” such as retired judges, business leaders, and other allies to lobby for court needs; (d) educating and appealing to the public for support; and (e) targeting budget policymakers wisely by building long term-relationships and a process that addresses engagement year-round.

Most recently, and significantly, the importance of improving interbranch relations was a primary discussion at the 2013 annual Conference of Chief Justices (CCJ) and the Conference of State Court Administrators (COSCA) in Burlington, Vermont. The meeting had several speakers and panels addressing best practices for working with the other branches, lobbying, and building collaborative networks.
to support judicial needs from state legislatures and governors. Another important effort of the meeting was advocating a plan to create partnerships between the CCJ and COSCA with the National Center for State Legislatures (NCSL) and the National Governors Association (NGA).\textsuperscript{38}

In each of the symposia and meetings above, it was clear that judicial leaders were accustomed to advocating for their needs. However, it was also apparent that there were great concerns about deteriorating relationships between the branches in some states and about whether the efforts employed by state courts were adequate to effectively communicate the importance of court needs. That some state judicial officials were called on to essentially teach examples of effective intergovernmental relations practices to others exemplifies recognition of the need to improve efforts. The issue of building better relations with the other branches and increasing the salience of the judiciary to others are of clear significance to court leaders. Larger questions exist about how aggressively this work is performed and if it might taint the image of courts, as noted in the aforementioned conundrum.\textsuperscript{39}

### III. What Are the Political, Legal, and Ethical Constraints on Court Lobbying?

Court leaders face several perceived constraints in their efforts to lobby that may not be faced by the other branches of government. Political norms of impartiality and judicial independence, economic and political capacity, as well as ethical codes and laws may all present some barriers. Some of these constraints restrict activity more than others. I argue that ethics rules and laws provide significant space for political activity by judges, court officials, and their allies. The public perception of a politically active judiciary is a concern to some, but it is unclear what the costs of political activity actually are to the branch. Finally, it may be that political and economic capacity to lobby and the strategies and tactics used might be a larger barrier to effective efforts to advance the needs of the branch.

#### A. Political Norms Undermine Efforts at Political Engagement

The preservation of the norm of impartiality provides one constraint. For judges to enter the political process, it means taking positions that are, in fact, political or that create political disagreements. Judicial actors who speak on political issues important to the judiciary risk having their interests associated with those of one party or political interest over another. There are concerns that judges are viewed as taking sides on controversial issues and that this might do larger harm to the impression that elected leaders and the public have of the branch. As members of the other branches associate judges with particular political positions, courts can


\textsuperscript{39} See Gtyh, supra note 13; Resnik, supra note 8; see also Vickrey, Dunn & Kelso, supra note 13.
come under attack and invite efforts to rein in their power. The independence of the judiciary can, thereby, erode.40

My past research with James Douglas provides some additional evidence that courts are acting too conservatively in the political process and that they may have other political limitations that harm their ability to do as well as other agencies.41 For example, in the budget process, courts appear to behave less acquisitively than other agencies with respect to asking for funds. They also appear to be less likely to partner with outside “allies” (e.g., other government agencies, nonprofits, or private sector agencies) when working for legislative change or to provide additional political support for court needs. The results also suggest that those in the legislature or governor’s office do not have the same positive perception of the usefulness of court lobbying tactics.42 Some courts, then, are underselling themselves in the political process, and they may have more to learn from “best practices” of other courts and agencies. As reported earlier, judicial leaders and bar associations are focusing on how to improve interbranch relations and are working to create best practices.

Because of these political constraints, courts’ needs are not perceived to be as salient as the needs of other federal and state agencies. Courts do not provide much direct political benefit to legislators and governors with respect to public interest, voters, interest groups, and campaign contributions. They do not command the same type of attention as agencies, such as the departments of highways or education, law enforcement, corrections, and prosecution. These agencies command more political interest because the issues are more relevant to the public at large (e.g., fighting crime) or because they have private sector partners financially dependent on the budgets of the agencies (e.g., road builders and transportation). The aforementioned norms against political behavior and lack of political prominence harm the judiciary’s political engagement efforts.

B. Economic and Political Capacity Is Needed to Lobby Effectively

A lack of resource capacity, political capacity building, and perhaps political skills also constrain courts and harm intergovernmental relations work.43 For example, the size and cuts to court budgets may limit courts’ ability to hire intergovernmental relations staff or establish organizational capacity to do this work effectively. Previous research, although there is not much, notes that at the state and federal levels, there are few judicial staff dedicated to intergovernmental relations.44 Staff may consist of one or two legislative liaisons dedicated to organizing these responsibilities in a state’s Administrative Office of Courts. These persons occasionally form committees to create a legislative agenda, circulate it for comment, advocate for it, and track important legislation and rule changes.45

40. Geyh, supra note 13; Resnik, supra note 8.
41. See Douglas & Hartley, supra note 10; Douglas & Hartley, supra note 14.
43. See Hartley, supra note 10.
44. See id. (state courts); Interbranch Politics, supra note 8 (federal courts).
In other parts of the country and other levels of the judiciary, the advancement of court needs is the primary responsibility of judicial leaders like the Chief Justice, State Court Administrator, or Presiding Judge and Court Administrator at the trial court level. Of course, these judicial leaders have other important responsibilities, and intergovernmental relations may not be as important as other tasks. Judicial leaders often use support staff to help with these tasks where other governmental agencies have larger staff, more funds, and other advantages that courts do not.

On the political skill and capacity of the judicial branch, I suggest that court officials may not have the same type of political training or interest as officials in other agencies. While many appointed and elected judges do indeed have political backgrounds, the education and training backgrounds of judges or court administrators may not include training on the policy process, political tactics, organizational management, strategic planning, or other skills found in educational programs like public policy, public affairs, public administration, or business. While law schools create effective legal advocates, they may not be as likely to create effective political advocates or policymakers. Our judicial leaders, then, may not have the same skill sets or political advocacy backgrounds as leaders in agencies such as transportation or health and human services. Of course, there are examples throughout the states of notable exceptions to this “rule.” Choosing judicial leaders with excellent managerial and policy skills is a key issue in federal and state court systems that go beyond building sufficient capacity to lobby in the organization. Another important suggestion is to consider lengthening the tenure of leadership positions and creating succession plans to develop and transition younger judicial leaders into these posts.

C. What Political Conduct or Engagement Do Law and Ethics Prevent?

In addition to political and capacity barriers to effective intergovernmental relations work, there is also the important “shadow” of ethical and legal barriers that prevent certain political activity. There are ethics rules and laws that constrain judicial officials from some types of political work. Some of these boundaries are similar to those placed on other public officials, such as the inability to use state, city, or county resources to advance a political position. State and federal laws and rules of judicial conduct provide boundaries for judges’ political behavior. Some of the boundaries include prohibitions on the use of appropriated funds to lobby Congress or influence legislation and require oaths that they will not testify before Congress or discuss policy with other branches unless the policy matter directly affects judicial administration. The U.S. Code allows judges to use “proper official channels” to communicate judicial requests to Congress. Canon 4 of the Code of Judicial Conduct allows judges to lobby as long as they aim to improve the law, the legal system, and the administration of justice.

46. Smith, supra note 5.
48. Interbranch Politics, supra note 8, at 43 n.2 (citing VIRGINIA CANONS OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Canon 4).
Professor Charles Geyh provides an excellent discussion of the constraints facing the federal judiciary as it interacts with Congress on legal reforms, and also argues that there are no significant ethical limitations on increased interbranch interaction on matters of mutual concern, or lobbying. 49 Some of the constraints facing the judiciary include:

- Constitutional boundaries from separation of powers principles
- Statutory boundaries, like the Organic Statute of the Judicial Conference requiring the Chief Justice to submit an annual report to Congress; prohibitions on lobbying with appropriated money; and appropriations restrictions on use of appropriated funds for “publicity or propaganda purposes”
- Ethical constraints found in the Judicial Conference of the United States’ Code of Conduct for United States Judges 50

In discussing these constraints, however, Geyh points out many opportunities within these constraints for federal judges and the judiciary to participate in the legislative process. Geyh draws a boundary that is more prudential than one based on ethical prohibitions:

Consistent with the views that there is nothing inherently suspicious about judges participating in the legislative process, Canon 4 requires only that judges avoid comments to the effect that their views on particular legislative proposals are so strongly held that they could not decide cases arising under the legislation fairly. This is not to suggest that a judge’s law reform activities are appropriate merely because they do not violate the Code of Conduct. Conduct falling short of a Canon 4 violation may nevertheless cause long-term damage to the judiciary’s credibility and reputation. That is an issue better characterized as a prudential constraint, however . . . 51

At the federal level, then, political behavior is prohibited in some ways, but is permitted when speaking on issues of improving law and judicial administration. Given the breadth of what law and judicial administration covers, there appears to be great opportunity for judges and court officials to lobby formally and informally. Indeed, Judith Resnik notes that there is a long history of judicial lobbying, especially throughout the twentieth century and through the use of the Judicial Conference of the United States. 52 She makes a compelling case that judges “have long been engaged in shaping legislation affecting the jurisdiction of the courts,” that they have had a major impact on federal jurisdiction through adjudication, and that individual Justices have had their own “long range plans” to shift constitutional doctrine and law. 53

50. Id. at 1192–99; see also Russell R. Wheeler, A Primer on Regulating Federal Judicial Ethics, 56 ARIZ. L. REV. 479 (2014).
51. Id. at 1203–04.
52. Resnik, supra note 8.
53. Id. at 283.
Distinctions have been drawn, however, between representing the institution politically—for reforms that impact the branch or caseloads—and judges lobbying as individuals for legal change (like changing constitutional doctrine) on subjects like civil rights or tort reform. Resnik has an excellent discussion of the difference between judges speaking as individuals to Congress about their opinions on individual rights and speaking as the institution on issues about judicial administration. Political activities like these are not prohibited by law or the judicial conduct code, but there is a question about whether these political activities are prudent. Resnik argues:

What constitutes a matter related to “judicial administration” rather than “legislative policy” has a sponginess reminiscent of distinctions drawn between “procedure” and “substance.” The views of judges—individual and institutional—on matters ranging from whether to increase the number of judgeships, to create subordinate levels of judges, to alter rules of procedure and evidence, or to reshape sentencing or jurisdictional grants can all be seen as having substantive effects. I propose to create a presumption of a boundary, not cast as “administrative” versus “policy” (all of it is policy), but serving to provide an institutional hesitancy to comment on what rights should exist (often, but not only, translated in terms of when Congress should create causes of action).

Resnik notes, however, that judges should not go as far to argue to legislators what rights should or should not exist, as was done by Chief Justice Rehnquist in the Violence Against Women Act. It does not appear to be an ethical rule that prohibits this behavior, but more of an ethical issue of impropriety which might harm judicial interests in impartiality and lead to attacks on the branch by others.

In summary, there appears to be a lot of room for the courts as institutions—and judges as individuals—to lobby the other branches of government. Federal rules appear to leave a lot of political space to lobby or engage on issues related to “judicial administration.” What is and is not related to judicial administration is a matter of interpretation. Like Resnik and Geyh, I agree that the breadth of this term provides extensive room for federal court officials to interact, speak, and even advocate on many issues of law. In other words, it does not prevent much when one considers that every area of law and policy ultimately ends up before courts. The impact of most legal changes by the other branches may have intentional and unintentional consequences on courts, as well as positive and negative impacts on judicial administration.

IV. STATE JUDICIAL CONDUCT CODES AND THE ABILITY TO LOBBY

While several pieces have been written about constraints on judicial lobbying, very little literature discusses state provisions limiting the ability of state
judges and court officials to lobby.\textsuperscript{57} In this section, I add to this knowledge by examining the Model Code of Judicial Conduct and Codes of Judicial Conduct for all 50 states and the District of Columbia. Like the discussion about federal Codes of Conduct, I discuss what state codes tell us about the ability of judges to ethically lobby the other branches for the needs of courts and what significant variations might exist between states’ conduct codes.

\textbf{A. The Model Code of Judicial Conduct}

The American Bar Association created the Model Code of Judicial Conduct in 1990.\textsuperscript{58} This document provided advice to states on adopting state codes of conduct to govern the behavior of judges. The Preamble includes a statement of purpose that reads:

\begin{quote}
The Code is intended, however, to provide guidance and assist judges in maintaining the highest standards of judicial and personal conduct, and to provide a basis for regulating their conduct through disciplinary agencies.\textsuperscript{59}
\end{quote}

The current edition of the Model Code of Judicial Conduct consists of four canons that state “overarching principles of judicial ethics that all judges must observe.”\textsuperscript{60} The operative section of the Code related to judicial lobbying and political activity is Rule 3.2. Canon 3 generally reads that a “judge shall conduct the judge’s personal and extrajudicial activities to minimize the risk of conflict with the obligations of judicial office.”\textsuperscript{61} Rule 3.2, more specifically, regulates, “Appearances before Governmental Bodies and Consultation with Government Officials.” The rule reads:

A judge shall not appear voluntarily at a public hearing before, or otherwise consult with, an executive or a legislative body or official, except:

(A) in connection with matters concerning the law, the legal system, or the administration of justice;

(B) in connection with matters about which the judge acquired knowledge or expertise in the course of the judge’s judicial duties; or

(C) when the judge is acting pro se in a matter involving the judge’s legal or economic interests, or when the judge is acting in a fiduciary capacity.\textsuperscript{62}

Section A of Rule 3.2 essentially authorizes judges to “consult with” an executive or legislative body or official “in connection with matters concerning the law, the legal system, or the administration of justice.” Section B adds additional language that appears to permit judges to also “consult with” an executive or

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{57} \textit{But see} Hartley, \textit{supra} note 10, at 109–14.
\textsuperscript{58} \textit{MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT} (2011).
\textsuperscript{59} \textit{Id.} Preamble, section 3.
\textsuperscript{60} \textit{Id.} Scope, sections 1–2.
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legislative body on “knowledge and expertise” that judges have that may be of use in crafting better public policy. The judicial “voice” in the policy process, then, appears legitimate under the Model Code. Similar to the federal ethical rules noted earlier, sections A and B leave significant room for judges to lobby and participate in the political process for many legal and judicial administration issues. Geyh argues that the oft-articulated warning that judges should lobby through their judicial conferences rather than individually is a strategic rather than ethical issue. He notes that Rule 3.2 authorization remains subject to other restrictions, such as Rule 1.2 of the Model Code, which directs judges to “avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety” and to act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the judiciary. Additionally, like at the federal level, other laws at the state level similarly prevent political activity by state government employees using state resources.

B. Judicial Conduct Codes of the 50 States and the District of Columbia

Individual states have their own codes of conduct for judges. While many are likely influenced by the Model Code, they may also vary in language and strength from state to state. This Article examines the constraints on judicial lobbying and political activity in the 50 States and the District of Columbia.

In general, judicial conduct codes of all 50 states and the District of Columbia allow the forms of communication identified in the Model Code, with slight differences in wording. The common language in the codes focuses on three areas: (1) communication with the public; (2) communication with the other branches; and (3) communication in civic, political, charitable, or government-related activities. The descriptions below assess general themes, noting slight differences across states. The vast majority used identical wording, particularly the portions of the codes devoted to communications with the other branches of government.

1. Communication with the Public

In all of the codes reviewed, judges are not only allowed to communicate with the public, but are expected to educate the public about the judicial system and office. For example, in Alaska, Canon 4(b) states, “Judges may participate in efforts to promote the fair administration of justice, the independence of the judiciary, and the integrity of the legal profession (either independently or through a bar association, judicial conference, etc.).” Similarly, Canon 4(B)(1) of the Texas Code of Judicial Conduct states that judges may “speak, write, lecture, teach and participate in extra-judicial activities concerning the law, the legal system, the administration of justice and non-legal subjects, subject to the requirements of this..."
Code.”67 Delaware’s Code is a bit more explicit. Canon 3.1(C) states that a judge may “engage in activities to improve the law, the legal system, and the administration of justice.”68 All codes reviewed permitted this form of communication and/or engagement with only slight differentiation in wording.

2. Communication with Other Branches

Another common provision found in state codes of conduct addresses how judges should work with the other branches of government. The most common language, as noted below, begins by prohibiting a judge’s appearance at a hearing and/or consulting with legislative and executive body members. Like in the federal canons, however, the exceptions are enormous and provide a wide space in which to lobby. An example of one of the most common provisions is Alaska’s:

A Judge shall not appear at a public hearing before, or otherwise consult with, an executive or legislative body or official EXCEPT on matters of the law, the legal system, or the administration of justice, or except when acting pro se in a matter involving the judge or the judge’s interests.69

According to the published commentary on the Alaska Code of Conduct, “Administration of Justice” refers to matters including seeking funding for public service organizations that provide or seek increased access to justice, so long as the organization is not identified with a particular cause that may come before the courts. In addition, the Alaska Code of Conduct includes provisions instructing judges to avoid activity that might provide improper influence70 or that might “cast reasonable doubt on the judge’s capacity to act impartially as a judge.”71 Finally, similar to others, Alaska’s Code generally prohibits judges from participating on a government committee, commission, or activity unless it relates to the “improvement of the law, the legal system, or the administration of justice.”72

The codes of conduct of other states offer similar language with slight variations. For example, states like Indiana, Nebraska, and North Dakota add additional language that also allows judges a voice on matters with respect to the judges’ acquired knowledge or expertise and on matters involving a judge’s legal or economic interests.73 The latter may allow the judge to lobby for increases in judicial salaries. Nebraska, for example, states:

A judge shall not appear voluntarily at a public hearing before, or otherwise consult with, an executive or a legislative body or official, except: in connection with matters concerning the law, the legal

67. TEX. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Canon 4(B)(1).
68. JUDICIAL CONDUCT CODES OF DEL. Canon 3.1(C).
69. ALASKA CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT, Canon 4(C)(1) (emphasis added). For similar provisions, see the JUDICIAL CONDUCT CODES OF DELAWARE, Canon 3.2(A); MASS. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT, Canon 4(B); N.D. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT R. 3.2(A).
70. Id. Canon 4(A)(1).
71. Id. Canon 4(A)(1).
72. Id. Canon 4(B), cmt.
73. See NEBRASKA CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT § 5-303.2(B); IND. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Rule 3.2(B); N.D. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT R. 3.2(B).
system or the administration of justice; in connection with matters about which the judge’s acquired knowledge or expertise in the course of the judge’s judicial duties; or when the judge is acting pro se in a matter involving the judge’s legal or economic interests, or when the judge is acting in a fiduciary capacity.74

While this discussion is not completely exhaustive, there is, like in the federal Code of Judicial Conduct, a wide range of political activity that is allowed, where judges can speak freely and lobby on issues of interest for improving the judiciary and judicial process. There are prohibitions in codes of inappropriate partisan political activity75 and requirements that judges avoid impropriety and its appearance.76 So on one hand political activity is prohibited or discouraged, and on another lobbying is very much allowed on issues of law and judicial administration.

3. Communication in Civic, Political, Charitable, and Government-Related Activities

The third component common to all of the codes reviewed are provisions that provide for the participation of judges in groups and government entities concerned with the law and justice system, civic groups, and charities. For example, in most states a judge may participate in activities sponsored by organizations or governmental entities concerned with the law, the legal system, or the administration of justice, and those sponsored by or on behalf of educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic organizations not conducted for profit. Activities may include, but are not limited to: (1) assisting in planning related to fundraising or participating in management/investment of funds; (2) soliciting contributions; (3) soliciting membership; (4) appearing or speaking, being featured in a program, and permitting his or her title to be used in connection with an event; and (5) making recommendations to such a public or private fund-granting organization in connection with its programs and activities (only if concerning the law, legal system, or the administration of justice). In addition, codes like Alaska’s require that judges “uphold the integrity and independence of the judiciary”77 and permit them to participate in a host of educational activities that include participation in efforts to improve the justice system and protect judicial independence.78

In the Model Code and Codes of the 50 states, like the federal code, there is considerable room for judges to educate the public, participate in public forums, work with and lobby the other branches of government, and participate in government, civic and charitable groups. With respect to lobbying the other branches, the codes raise similar issues as with the federal Code of Conduct. Judges appear to have considerable latitude with respect to communicating with the other branches on matters that deal with law, the justice system, and the administration of justice. Some state codes contain language that notes concerns with judges

75. E.g., Alaska Code of Judicial Conduct Canon 5(A)(1)(a) (prohibiting a judge from holding a leadership or office position in a political party).
76. See id. Canon 2.
77. Id. Canon 1.
78. Id. Canon 4(B).
identifying with a political cause that could come before the court, or with judges’ activity that might damage perceptions of impartiality. The decision to balance these somewhat competing messages may, however, lead to norms where some judicial officials avoid open political activity where it is very much allowed. Judicial officials might be more passive given the importance of impartiality and the value of protecting judicial independence. When judges take a passive approach to communicating for judicial needs and commenting on important policy formulation efforts, they might be doing a disservice to the judiciary, especially when the activity is not prohibited and those who are being lobbied encounter competitive political activity from other interests.

V. POLITICAL SPACE EXISTS FOR JUDICIAL OFFICIALS TO ENTER POLICY DISCUSSION

Court officials interact with and lobby other branches as other government institutions do. It appears that there is considerable political space in light of legal and ethical rules for judicial officials to do so. Along with this ability to lobby, however, scholars and some court officials have called on the courts to be prudent and careful—stressing that court leaders should mind the norms of impartiality and independence of the branch.79 How they should do this work raises questions about tactics, approach and “best practices,” and style of communication.

Scholars have noted that courts may be playing it safe in their lobbying work. First, court officials may fear behaving in openly political ways because it might tarnish the image of the bench as apolitical, fair, and impartial.80 Norms (and even Judicial Conduct Codes) suggest that decisions should be made without external pressures or dictates, or without even the appearance of these pressures. This has isolated the judiciary, and some have suggested that this hesitance to lobby conceals real judicial administration problems from the public and the other branches.81 Research supports that court officials have traditionally behaved conservatively in their political behavior.82 Mark Cannon notes the reluctance of judges to lobby the other branches, but discusses agendas built by Chief Justice Warren Burger to improve intergovernmental relations.83 There are examples throughout history of federal judicial efforts to reform courts and inform legislation.84

Some scholars suggest that court officials should play it safe, with concerns in mind that active politics might invite attacks by the other branches of

79. See Geyh, supra note 49; Resnik, supra note 8.
82. Cannon, supra note 80; Douglas & Hartley, supra note 10.
83. Cannon, supra note 80.
84. See Buchman, supra note 8; Crowe, supra note 8; see also Geyh, supra note 13; Resnik, supra note 8.
government. 85 Professor Stephen Burbank notes that court powers, and protections against intrusion on court power, are minimal. 86 However, in his book When Courts and Congress Collide, Charles Geyh argues that customs of judicial independence evolved over time and created an equilibrium of respect among federal courts and the other branches. 87 While other branches can use many weapons against courts (e.g., impeachment, budget power, changes in jurisdiction), these are rarely used because of the custom of protecting judicial independence. 88 Geyh later cautions that this equilibrium is fragile, especially in light of the recent political attacks on judges for “activism” by elected leaders, political parties, and interest groups. 89 For example, he argues that the federal judiciary went too far when it lobbied against enactment of the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA). 90 The Judicial Conference of the United States (with Chief Justice Rehnquist at the helm) argued that the VAWA could have a striking impact on the administration of the federal courts by increasing caseload and that these causes of action were better left to the states. 91 When Congress passed the VAWA anyway, Rehnquist wrote the opinion of the Court striking the VAWA down as unconstitutional and drew criticism for the decision. 92 His point, however, was whether the actions of the Judicial Conference, while legal and ethical, were prudent political behavior. Instead, Geyh’s concern was that actions like the Judicial Conference’s and Chief Justice Rehnquist’s stance against VAWA might embroil courts in partisan controversies that invite attacks by the other branches.

Similarly, Resnik sheds some light on when the judicial voice might be appropriate versus not:

The collective voice ought to be stilled so as to be agnostic about which claimants ought to be before the federal courts or sent by Congress to state, Indian, or administrative courts without rights whatsoever. The special insights that judges may have from their role as judges need not be lost to public debate; Congress can create commissions on which individual judges sit to offer advice. Ad hoc groups of judges may also come together to debate the merits of a particular piece of legislation, and individual members of the judiciary—including its chief justice—can as individuals (informed by their professional roles) testify before Congress and in other fora about the needs and roles of the federal judiciary . . . . 93

---

85. See also Geyh, supra note 13; Resnik, supra note 8; Vickrey, Dunn & Kelso, supra note 13.
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How conservative or open courts should be when they lobby the other branches is open for debate. The limitations and pressures courts face when deciding how to proceed with lobbying are very real, and most judges seem to behave in a rather conservative way politically. Of course, there are several important points to raise with respect to ethics rules and the consideration of formal and informal lobbying. How the rules are written, and why they are written, “teach” the proper course of action for judicial actors. While passive behavior provides some safety in that court officials refrain from advocating on topics that might appear before the court later, it may also mean that court needs (like budgets) are not effectively and competitively communicated. That said, the rules at the federal and state level appear to be written in such a way that provides political “space” to behave more actively. Of course, while not the subject of this Article directly, how the rules are interpreted matter, how they are enforced matter, and what real penalties exist also matter a great deal as to their impact on political activity. In other words, with all the space that appears to exist for judicial lobbying, there may also be a reluctance to enforce the provisions, and the penalties may be of such a nature that judicial officials do not fear the enforcement of the rules either.

VI. THE POLITICAL “SPACE” TO LOBBY AND ITS BOUNDARIES

This Article concludes that there is plenty of space for judges and judicial officials to bring items of importance to the judiciary before elected leaders. The “space” provided to lobby with exceptions using terms such as “law,” “judicial administration,” and “justice” is frankly enormous. Evidence demonstrates judges and judicial officials have always lobbied the other branches of government and have participated in efforts to improve interbranch relations for these purposes.

Scholars have noted that there is significant opportunity for court officials to lobby the other branches of government and that rules generally permit this activity. That said, there is a concern generally that although this activity may be legal and ethical, it may not be prudent. Unlike some, I have come to the conclusion that lobbying is not only permitted, but that it is necessary for courts in the political environment of the United States. To not do so, in such a competitive political environment as our federalist system, may lead to a passive, even weak, political approach that does not allow courts to effectively seek and get what they need in the political process. A passive approach to politics may also make it more difficult for courts to defend themselves and fend off attacks on their enumerated and inherent constitutional powers.

What is legal is not always wise, nor is it necessarily ethical. Vickrey, Dunn, and Kelso present real concerns about harming the impartial image of the courts and worry about entangling judges and the institution into partisan fights that might lead to attack by the other branches. Resnik and Geyh raise concerns about attempts by judges to communicate in an extrajudicial fashion what rights should be and what rights can be claimed by litigants. Expressing these sentiments about legislation, like the Violence Against Women Act, and then later striking down that legislation is an example of this concern. Geyh worries about the eroding of important norms that prevent the other branches from reining in the power of courts.

Two questions are worth exploring in future research that follows from these points. First, how often do these examples of judicial lobbying lead to such attacks? And
second, to what extent are communications by judges about policy matters enriching the policy process by adding to discussions of agenda setting, policy formulation, and policy implementation? The expertise of the judiciary on matters of law and judicial administration is quite useful as lawmakers attempt to pass legal reforms brought to them by other self-interested groups.

There is a lot of space between the extremes of aggressive, hard-nosed lobbying and the passive nature that has been the subject of discussion at the conferences noted earlier and among scholars. Myself in 2013; Vickrey, Dunn and Rosen in 2009; and the NCSC in 2013 provide some important ideas that court leaders might consider as they seek to improve political engagement.94 Building long-term relationships with leaders from the other branches, building public support for court needs, building coalitions with other parties and using these allies as “surrogates” to lobby for court needs, building lobbying processes and institutions that help advance courts, and devoting more resources to lobbying capacity are among many ideas for court leaders to consider. These tactics all address the importance of having the wisdom and voice of the judiciary at the table in policymaking.

VII. THE IMPORTANCE OF LOBBYING AND THE JUDICIAL VOICE IN POLICYMAKING

This Article examines a wide variety of topics, including what we know and do not know about the ability of court officials to lobby the other branches of government. As court leaders nationally tackle crises like budgeting and the so-called “attacks” on the independence of courts, there have been more efforts to improve interbranch relations within the court community, improve how courts lobby the other branches, and build allies that might lobby for the branch. There appears to be extensive political space for judges and court officials to interact with the other branches and to engage in lobbying efforts to improve the law and judicial administration. At the same time, some scholars have concerns that engaging the other branches might inject the judiciary into politics and upset the customs that protect judicial independence. If political efforts upset that balance, or put the branch on one side or the other of partisan issues, it might invite attacks from the other branches. These concerns are important, but too much caution and conservative approaches to political advocacy may have harmed the judiciary in the past. Courts may appear less salient to legislators, may not do as well in budget discussions, and may be on the losing end of legislative efforts to change laws that impact the work of the courts. Courts may be left retreating from politics at times that the judicial voice is needed the most.

The judicial voice is necessary for effective problem solving in times of crisis, like facing shrinking budgets and courts’ caseload capacity. Good data or evidence of the impact of crises must be paired with clear and effective communication of the impact of crises on courts. It also takes political effort and

well-planned advocacy to convince elected leaders to remedy these problems. That takes mobilization and power.

The judicial voice is also necessary to repel attacks on courts. This may be done directly through judicial lobbying but also indirectly by building political allies that respect the courts and will fight for judicial independence and court needs when under attack by those who wish to rein in their power. Powerful court leaders who are well liked, respected, and trusted may be more effective at this work. Effort needs to be invested in building excellent relations and ties between members of the other branches. This takes time and investment in resources and human capital.

Of course, policymaking is an enterprise that involves setting agendas, analysis of alternatives, and the negotiation of language of what will be law. The policy formulation process, the passage of laws, and a law’s later implementation may profit greatly by having the voice of experienced jurists and court leaders at the table. Interestingly, the codes of conduct do not prohibit that voice at all. The concern of ethics and scholars is that judges not get associated with partisan stances or advocate for what rights should be when they will later decide cases that might have to interpret the law. Even this, however, is debatable to some degree, as all policymaking is political and there is a risk that a party will be associated with one side or the other. Judges, however, have vast knowledge on such subjects as torts, contracts, probate matters, domestic violence, and the impacts of criminal and civil laws. The cases judges hear, the volume of cases, and the nature of issues that courts consider provide a valuable viewpoint that could raise important questions about the impact of well-intentioned legislation and regulatory rulemaking. When that voice is absent, I believe our efforts to improve society and our law suffers.

The balance of engaging in the political process in an effective way and not appearing partisan is tricky, but I argue that improving engagement efforts and behaving less conservatively is necessary. The public needs to hear more of the judicial voice and what it uniquely knows about the problems facing society. Here are some possible steps in the right direction. We need more research and we need to create best practices for this engagement, detailing how active political engagement works, how conservative approaches to engagement might hurt, and what mistakes occur where courts might have overreached. These efforts might help find the balance between effective political advocacy and the concerns that courts may get mixed up too much in politics.

**Conclusion: Reform Efforts and What Is Next**

Like other government institutions, courts lobby other branches of government regarding their needs. If not done as formally and as aggressively as other agencies, we know that, at the very least, it is informal. As Malcolm Feeley quipped, “it’s called lunch.” If anyone inside or outside of the judiciary is concerned that court officials are not allowed to lobby more formally, they are wrong. While judicial officials may not be able to use public resources for political activity or engage in other political activities for partisan gain, it is permissible to lobby on a wide range of issues that impact the law, the judiciary, and judicial administration.

With the ability to lobby in mind, the real questions courts must address are: How formally should it be done? How professionally should it be done? And
how aggressively should it be done? We know some of what might work from research and past efforts to improve interbranch relations by the court community. Some of the things worth doing are as follows:

Investing in political engagement. While budgets are tight and the needs of adjudication come first, courts need to build capacity to effectively lobby like other agencies and “model” courts in other states. We know that state chief justices, state court administrators, and local presiding judges and court managers lobby. In prior work, I suggest that the selection and tenure of court leaders needs to be rethought in some states.95 Courts need to pay close attention to political, advocacy, and management skills when selecting chief justices. Short tenure or rotation of court leaders is also a problem, as courts might lose important political capital and relationships built by effective court leaders over time.

We do not know much about the amount of staff and resources dedicated to this work. A research effort should begin to explore the capacity to lobby, looking for variations (and best practices) in activity among state judiciaries. What portion of court budgets are devoted to intergovernmental relations activity? How much court staff (and staff time) is devoted to lobbying? And what do other governments and agencies invest in comparison? The answers to these questions might help assess what needs to be devoted to lobby more effectively, and knowledge of what other agencies invest might help assess the competitive political environment into which courts enter.

Build institutions and processes for lobbying that exists over time. Research efforts should focus on the processes state and local court judges and managers use for budget requests and lobbying efforts for court needs. What is the planning process like across states? How is legislation advanced and monitored? What tactics are used to lobby during and beyond the legislative session? There is some evidence of this in works by Winkle, myself, and others. There is also a great publication by the NCSC that offers advice on how to do intergovernmental work more effectively with attention to examples and best practices.96

Efforts should be made to build coalitions. If courts are not noticeable to legislators when they lobby on their own, coalitions that advance the needs of courts and other agencies simultaneously could improve salience. Douglas and I note that courts rarely come to the budget process with allies, and in another article, I note the importance of building coalitions as an effective lobbying tactic.

Building coalitions can be done issue by issue by circulating a court agenda formally or informally to potential partners and opponents as is done in New York.97 Effectiveness might also be institutionalized with the creation of commissions formed with agency partners that meet regularly throughout the year to discuss policy issues and needs. The Council of Chief Justices and the Conference of State Court Administrators are considering a national effort to work with the other branches.98

96. NAT’L CTR. FOR STATE CTS., supra note 24.
98. Id.
Some states have already done what is being considered at the national level. For example, in 2013 the Tennessee Supreme Court formed a group of justice system partners called the Tennessee Judicial Branch Alliance.\textsuperscript{99} The Alliance included representatives of the Tennessee Judicial Conference, the Tennessee Trial Judges Association, the Tennessee District Attorneys General Conference, and the Tennessee District Public Defenders Conference to regularly meet and discuss needs and issues that might impact them together or separately. These partners met in a retreat in August 2013, another day-long retreat in November, and participated together in several teleconferences throughout the year. As the year went along, other judicial partners were added, including representatives of general session judges and juvenile court judges. The meetings were used to discuss important issues facing the courts and their partners.

Once issues were identified, they worked together to make an agenda for the 2014 legislative session. They focused primarily on needs where all members of the alliance could help each other and put aside needs that might be in conflict. For example, they focused on issues such as salaries and additional resources like the addition of a public defender and district attorney per district. The meetings were said to help build trust among justice system partners, share information, and “sing from the same sheet” in the legislative process. While any of the partners alone may not have been able to command significant attention from lawmakers, together they could reinforce the needs of each other when communicating with public officials. At the time of the writing of this paper, the legislative agenda is before the Governor and legislature, but there is not yet evidence of how well the strategy has worked.

Creating institutions, like commissions with diverse representation of agencies and interest groups, can open lines of communication among those with similar interests. It is also an effective way of making what was once a “judicial issue” a “justice system” issue. By this, I mean that some issues like pay, cuts to budgets, and policy reforms may impact not only courts but also their justice system partners like prosecution, public defense, probation, and parole. Ongoing communication and even partnership of these justice system organizations might draw more attention from legislative and executive branch officials. Efforts like these, as noted earlier, exist in states like Washington, New York, and Tennessee.

In the end, the discussion of what court officials should do to become equal players in our system of government will continue. When discussing the important roles of separation of powers and independence of the judiciary, it is critical to have a better understanding of how the branches can work together and on more equal footing. The conundrum facing courts is that they face a struggle of balancing how to be impartial and apolitical in the eyes of others but to participate in the process of governing. Complicating this matter are the boundaries that ethical rules present for judges. The bottom line, however, is that these rules do not really provide much of a real boundary against engaging the other branches. Scholars and court leaders caution to be prudent. But prudence should not make court leaders passive or conservative. For the judiciary to participate equally as a separate branch of government and to improve policy that advances our society, involvement in politics

\textsuperscript{99} Phone interview with Mike Catalano, Clerk of the Tennessee Supreme Court, February 10, 2014.
is necessary. The continued work of court leaders to discover newer and better ways to improve interbranch relations is fantastic. Developing and investing in political skill and capacity are a necessity.

AN EPILOGUE: WWMS?

As this is a memorial issue dedicated to my friend Mark Hummels, I want to reflect back on what I knew of my friend and ask, WWMS?—or, What Would Mark Say? The leadership and staff of the Arizona Law Review should be congratulated, and I thank you personally as a friend of Mark’s, for this symposium on the very important issue of Judicial Ethics, which was so important to Mark in his legal career. Mark was a colorful, vibrant, exciting, and playfully goofy person whose energy and zeal for life was cut short by the anger of a gunman. Mark was extremely intelligent, loved ideas, loved arguments, and loved education. As a journalist, prior to his law career, he dedicated his professional life to news, educating the public, asking those tough questions of public and private officials that shed light on darkness, and he generated debate. I had the opportunity to memorialize Mark in my own way in a piece I wrote about Mark’s passing and gun violence. The opportunity to talk about gun violence continues and will continue for decades, I think. It is something that I will never again be a shrinking violet about when I get the opportunity to talk about it.

WWMS about this symposium? About my article? I am uncertain. I wish I had the chance to discuss it with him now, but I do know he would argue with me. He would want to read and pull all the articles in this symposium apart by the seams. He would do it very good-naturedly, as a law professor might in a classroom, and respectfully in a way that showed his intelligence. Because he was so competitive, I think he would want to win whatever debate would materialize from the discussion, as a lawyer would, no matter what tenable or untenable position he had originally taken. The result of what Mark would say would leave whoever was embroiled in that discussion or observing it, thinking and considering, what next? And that is what I hope that this piece, rightly or wrongly worded, right or wrong in content or support of my arguments, might do... for some judge, some court manager, some scholar... somewhere. It is why I write and it is why Mark wrote. It is this kind of reasoned, competitive, and honest discussion in this special issue that I hope will also advance our culture and attitudes surrounding judicial ethics, but also gun violence, which took the life of my friend. There can be no change in law or force behind its implementation without a culture that supports it and drives it. That is the most difficult and most lasting ingredient for change. It is an ingredient born of history, of news, of learning, of the courage of taking a stab at an argument, of being quite prepared to be wrong in the resulting debate, and of knowing that the very process of that debate can be educational for others. This is something I would say to Mark today if I could, it’s something I think he believed in, and it’s something I think he’d argue with.

——Dr. Roger E. Hartley, Asheville, North Carolina.